ATTACHMENT NO. 7-A

FORM OF PUBLIC USE GRANT DEED FOR CITY PARCELS WITHIN THE ARENA SITE

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
Document entitled to free recording per Government Code Section 27383

RECORDING REQUESTED BY:

CITY OF INGLEWOOD
Office of the City Manager
One Manchester Blvd., Ninth Floor
Inglewood, CA 90301
Attn: City Manager

WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO AND MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO:

[MURPHY'S BOWL LLC
PO Box 1558
Bellevue, WA 98009-1558
Attention: Brandt A. Vaughan]

(PROPERTY ABOVE THIS LINE RESERVED FOR RECORDER'S USE)

PUBLIC USE GRANT DEED

[City Parcels – Arena Site]

FOR A VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged the CITY OF INGLEWOOD, a municipal corporation, herein called "Grantor," hereby grants to MURPHY'S BOWL LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, herein called "Grantee," the real property hereinafter referred to as the "Property," described in the document attached hereto, labeled Exhibit A and incorporated herein by this reference.

(1) Said Property is comprised of certain portions of real property referred to as the “Project Site” as described in the Disposition and Development Agreement (the "DDA") entered into by and between Grantor and Grantee on _______________, 2020, which is by reference thereto incorporated herein as though fully set forth herein. The "Project Site" is comprised of the "Arena Site", the "West Parking Garage Site", the "East Transportation Site" and the "Hotel Site." The DDA is a public document on file in the office of the Inglewood City Clerk. Any capitalized term not herein defined shall have the same meaning as set forth in the DDA.
(2) Said Property is being conveyed pursuant to this Public Use Grant Deed ("Grant Deed") subject to the "Arena Use" requirements as set forth in the DDA, this Grant Deed, and the "Arena Term" as described in the Public Use Restrictions, attached to this Grant Deed as Exhibit B, and fully incorporated herein by this reference.

(3) Grantee hereby covenants and agrees for itself, its successors, its assigns, and every successor in interest to the Property that Grantee, such successors and such assigns, agrees to (i) construct the Improvements on the Property as required by the DDA; (ii) conduct all activities undertaken pursuant to the DDA in conformity with all applicable provisions of the DDA including without limitation the provisions and the limitations of the Scope of Development, the Inglewood Municipal Code and any other applicable requirements of any governmental agency affected by the Project's construction, development, or work; (iii) use the Property in conformity with and abide by the covenants and restrictions set forth in this Grant Deed including, but not limited to, the Arena Use; and (iv) comply with the following standards ("Maintenance Standards"): 

(a) The Maintenance Standards shall apply to all buildings, signage, lighting, landscaping, irrigation or landscaping, architectural elements identifying the Property and any and all other common area of the Improvements on the Property. The Property shall be maintained in conformance and in compliance with the approved building permit drawings, and reasonable maintenance standards for similar, neighboring structures, including but not limited to painting and cleaning of all exterior surfaces and other exterior facades comprising all private improvements and public improvements to the curbline. The Property shall be maintained in good condition and in accordance with the custom and practice generally applicable to comparable developments.

(b) Landscape maintenance shall include, but not be limited to: watering/irrigation; fertilization; mowing; edging; trimming of grass; tree and shrub pruning; trimming and shaping of trees and shrubs to maintain a healthy, natural appearance and safe road conditions and visibility, and irrigation coverage; replacement, as needed, of all plant materials; control of weeds in all planters, shrubs, lawns, ground covers, or other planted areas; and staking for support of trees.

(c) Clean-up maintenance shall include, but not be limited to: maintenance of all sidewalks, paths and other paved areas in clean and weed free condition; maintenance of all such areas clear of dirt, mud, trash, debris or other matter which is unsafe or unsightly; removal of all trash, litter and other debris from improvements and landscaping prior to mowing; clearance and cleaning of all areas maintained prior to the end of the day on which the maintenance operations are performed to ensure that all cuttings, weeds, leaves and other debris are properly disposed of by maintenance workers.

Grantor has agreed to notify Grantee in writing if the condition of the Property does not meet with the Maintenance Standards specified herein and to specify the deficiencies and the actions required to be taken by Grantee to cure the deficiencies. Upon notification of any maintenance deficiency, Grantee shall have thirty (30) days within which to correct, remedy, or cure the deficiency, unless such deficiency cannot be reasonably corrected, remedied or cured within such period, in which case, such period shall be extended for such time as is necessary to accomplish the same provided.
that Grantee is diligently pursuing such correction, remedy, or cure. If the written notification states the problem is urgent relating to the public health and safety of the Grantor, then Grantee shall have forty-eight (48) hours to commence curing the problem. In the event Grantee does not maintain the Property in the manner set forth herein and in accordance with the Maintenance Standards specified herein, Grantor shall have, in addition to any other rights and remedies hereunder, the right to maintain the Property, or to contract for the correction of such deficiencies, after written notice to Grantee, and Grantee shall be responsible for the payment of all such out of pocket third party costs incurred by Grantor.

(4) Grantee, for itself and on behalf of its successors and assigns to all or any portion of the Property, or any interest therein, covenants and agrees that prior to the issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property:

   (a) The qualifications and identities of Grantee and its owner are of particular concern to Grantor. It is because of those unique qualifications and identities that Grantor has entered into the DDA with Grantee, and is imposing restrictions upon any Change of Control of Grantee and any Transfer until Grantor issues the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property. No voluntary or involuntary successor in interest to Grantee shall acquire any rights or powers in the Property, except as expressly set forth herein, or under the DDA, except as expressly set forth therein.

   (i) Grantee shall not (i) Transfer the Property, or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, to a third party (a "Transferee") without the prior written approval of Grantor (except for Transfers duly executed and deemed approved by Grantor as provided in the DDA), which such approval shall be given within fifteen (15) City-business days if, in the reasonable determination of the Grantor, the proposed Transferee has the qualifications of a developer (including experience, character and financial capability) necessary to develop the Property, or (ii) effect any Change of Control by any method or means (except as the result of death or incapacity), without the prior written approval of Grantor, provided, however, such approval shall be given within five (5) business days if, in the reasonable determination of Grantor, Grantee after the Change in Control will have the qualifications of a developer (including experience, character and financial capability) necessary to develop the Property. Grantee shall promptly notify Grantor of any proposed Change in Control.

   (ii) Any Transfer of the Property or any portion thereof or any interest therein, in violation hereof prior to the issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property, shall entitle Grantor to the Excess Purchase Price resulting from such Transfer in accordance with the terms of the DDA.

   (iii) Any Change of Control (voluntary or involuntary, except as the result of death or incapacity) of Grantor in violation hereof prior to the issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property, Grantor will constitute a breach and entitle Grantor to terminate the DDA as to the Property.
(iv) The restrictions on a Transfer or Change of Control set forth herein shall terminate upon the issuance of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property.

(b) Representatives of the City shall have a reasonable right of access to Property, upon two (2) business days' prior written notice to Grantee, without charges or fees, during normal construction hours for the purposes of inspection of the work being performed in constructing the Improvements. However, no such notice shall be required in the event of an emergency involving the Project Site or any portion thereof. Representatives of the Grantor shall be those who are so identified in writing by the City Manager of the City (or his/her designee) necessary for such construction inspection purposes. Such representatives shall also be responsible for providing any required written notice to Grantee. All activities performed on the Property by the City's representatives shall be done in compliance with all applicable laws, statutes, rules and regulations, and any written safety procedures, rules and regulations of Grantee and and/or its contractors, and shall not unreasonably interfere with the construction of the Improvements or the transaction contemplated by the DDA.

(c) Grantee shall pay when due all real estate taxes and assessments assessed and levied on or against the Property. Grantee shall not place, or allow to be placed on the Property, any mortgage, trust deed, encumbrance or lien not authorized by or pursuant to the DDA or Paragraph (d) below or not otherwise authorized by the Grantor. Grantee shall remove, or shall have removed, any levy or attachment made on the Property, or shall assure the satisfaction thereof within a reasonable time but in any event prior to a sale thereunder. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to prohibit Grantee from contesting the validity or amount of any tax assessment, encumbrance or lien, nor to limit the remedies available to Grantee in respect thereto.

(d) Mortgages, deeds of trust, conveyances and leasebacks, or any other form of conveyance required for any reasonable method of financing are permitted with respect to the Property prior to the recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property, but only for the purpose of securing loans and funds to be used for financing the acquisition of the Project Site, or portion thereof as applicable, the construction of the Improvements on the Project Site, and any other expenditures necessary and appropriate to develop the Project Site or portion thereof as applicable, pursuant to the terms of the DDA. Grantee shall notify Grantor in advance of any mortgage, deed of trust, conveyance and leaseback, or other form of conveyance for financing for Grantor written approval if Grantee proposes to enter into the same before the recordation of the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property. The words "mortgage" and "deed of trust" as used herein include all other appropriate modes of financing real estate acquisition, construction, and land development, including, without limitation, mezzanine financing.
(e) Prior to the recordation of a Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property, if Grantee, after a thirty (30) day period following its receipt of notice of the existence of any such liens or encumbrances, has failed to challenge, cure or satisfy any such liens or encumbrances on the Property, the Grantor shall have the right to satisfy any such liens or encumbrances; provided, however, that nothing in this Paragraph [REF _Ref38890484 \r \h ](e) or the DDA shall require Grantee to pay or make provisions for the payment of any tax, assessment, lien or charge so long as Grantee in good faith contests the validity or amount thereof, and so long as such delay in payment shall not subject the Property to forfeiture or sale.

(f) The covenants of Grantee set forth in this Paragraph [REF _Ref38890484 \r \h ] shall remain in effect only until a Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded as to the Property.

(5) Prior to the recordation of a Release of Construction Covenants issued by Grantor for the improvements to be constructed on the Property or on any part thereof:

(a) Grantor shall have the right, at its option, to reenter and take possession of the Property hereby conveyed (or portion thereof) with all Improvements thereon, and to terminate and revest in Grantor the estate hereby conveyed (or portion thereof) to Grantee, if after conveyance of title and possession to the Property, and prior to the Release of Construction Covenants as to the Property, Grantee shall:

(i) fail to commence construction of the Improvements (recognizing that commencement of construction shall include any grading or other site preparation activities performed on the Property, by Grantee following conveyance) in accordance with the Schedule of Performance and within thirty (30) days following delivery of written notice of such failure by Grantor to Grantee, provided that Grantee has not obtained an extension or postponement of time pursuant to Section 605 of the DDA; or

(ii) abandon or substantially suspend construction of the Improvements on the Property for a period of nine (9) consecutive months and within thirty (30) days following delivery of following written notice of such abandonment or suspension has been given by Grantor to Grantee, provided Grantee has not obtained an extension or postponement of time pursuant to Section 605 of the DDA; or

(iii) Transfer or attempt to Transfer the DDA, or any rights therein, or suffer any involuntary transfer of the Project Site or any portion thereof in violation of this Grantee Deed or the DDA, and such violation shall not be cured within thirty (30) days following delivery of written notice of such failure by Grantor to Grantee.

(b) The right to reenter, repossess, terminate and revest, and the provisions below regarding the application of proceeds, shall be subject to and be limited by and shall not defeat, render invalid, or limit:
(i) any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security interest permitted by Paragraph [ REF _Ref38890484 \r \h ](d) of this Grant Deed or the DDA; or

(ii) any rights or interests provided in this Grant Deed or the DDA for the protection of the holders of such mortgages, deeds of trust, or other security interests.

(c) The right to reenter, repossess, terminate and revest shall not apply to the Property, or portions thereof, on which any Improvements to be constructed thereon have been completed in accordance with the DDA and for which a Release of Construction Covenants has been recorded as provided in the DDA.

(d) Subject to the rights of the holders of security interests as stated in subparagraphs [ REF _Ref38890662 \r \h ](b)(i) and (ii) above, upon the revesting in Grantor of title to the Property, as provided in this Paragraph [ REF _Ref38890662 \r \h ], Grantor shall use commercially reasonable efforts to resell the Property as soon and in such manner as Grantor shall find feasible to maximize the value thereof to a qualified and responsible party or parties (as determined by Grantor in its reasonable discretion), who will develop the Property and not re-sell the Property prior to such development or hold the Property for speculation in land. Upon such resale of the Property, or any part thereof, and satisfaction of obligations owed to the holder of any mortgage, deed of trust or other security interest authorized by the DDA, the proceeds thereof shall be applied:

(i) First, to reimburse Grantor, for all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by Grantor arising from and after such revesting in Grantor, including but not limited to fees of consultants engaged in connection with the recapture, management, and resale of the Property (but less any income derived by Grantor from the sale of the Property in connection with such management); all taxes, assessments and water and sewer charges with respect to the Property (or, in the event the Property is exempt from taxation or assessment or such charges during the period of Grantor ownership, then such taxes, assessments, or charges, as would have been payable if the Property was not so exempt); any payments made or necessary to be made to discharge or prevent from attaching or being made any subsequent encumbrances or liens due to obligations, defaults, or acts of Grantee; and any amounts otherwise owing to Grantor by Grantee; and

(ii) Second, to reimburse Grantee up to the amount equal to (1) the Purchase Price for the Property; and (2) the hard and soft costs reasonably incurred for the construction of the Improvements and development of the Property, less (3) any gain or income withdrawn or made by Grantee therefrom or from the improvements thereon attributable to the Property.

(iii) Any balance remaining after such reimbursements shall be retained by the Grantee as its property.
(e) To the extent that the right established in this Paragraph [REF Ref38890662 ¶] involves a forfeiture, it must be strictly interpreted against Grantor, the party for whose benefit it is created. The rights established in this Paragraph [REF Ref38890662 ¶] are to be interpreted in light of the fact that Grantor hereby conveys the Property to Grantee for development and not for speculation in undeveloped land.

(6) Grantee covenants and agrees for itself, its successors, its assigns, and all persons claiming under or through them that there shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any person or group of persons on account of sex, sexual orientation, marital status, race, color, creed, religion, national origin or ancestry in the sale, lease, sublease, transfer, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the Property, nor shall Grantee itself or any person claiming under or through it, establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or segregation with reference to the selection, location, number, use or occupancy of the Property by, for, or with any tenants, lessees, sublessees, subtenants, or vendees on or about the Property. The foregoing covenants shall run with the land.

(7) All deeds, leases or contracts made relative to the Property, improvements thereon, or any part thereof, shall contain or be subject to substantially the following nondiscrimination or nonsegregation clauses:

a. In deeds: “The Grantee herein covenants by and for himself or herself, his or her heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and all persons claiming under or through them, that there shall be no discrimination against or segregation of, any person or group of persons on account of any basis listed in subdivision (a) or (d) of Section 12955 of the Government Code, as those bases are defined in Sections 12926, 12926.1, subdivision (m) and paragraph (1) of subdivision (p) of Section 12955, and Section 12955.2 of the Government Code, in the sale, lease, sublease, transfer, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the premises herein conveyed, nor shall the Grantee or any person claiming under or through him or her, establish or permit any practice or practices of discrimination or segregation with reference to the selection, location, number, use or occupancy of tenants, lessees, subtenants, sublessees, or vendees in the premises herein conveyed. The foregoing covenants shall run with the land.”

b. In leases: “The lessee herein covenants by and for himself or herself, his or her heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, and all persons claiming under or through him or her, and this lease is made and accepted upon and subject to the following conditions:

That there shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any person or group of persons, on account of any basis listed in subdivision (a) or (d) of Section 12955 of the Government Code, as those bases are defined in Sections 12926, 12926.1, subdivision (m) and paragraph (1) of subdivision (p) of Section 12955, and Section 12955.2 of the Government Code, in the leasing, subleasing, transferring, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the premises herein leased nor shall the lessee
himself or herself, or any person claiming under or through him or her, establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or segregation with reference to the selection, location, number, use, or occupancy, of tenants, lessees, sublessees, subtenants, or vendees in the premises herein leased.”

c. In contracts: “There shall be no discrimination against or segregation of any person or group of persons, on account of any basis listed in subdivision (a) or (d) of Section 12955 of the Government Code, as those bases are defined in Sections 12926, 12926.1, subdivision (m) and paragraph (1) of subdivision (p) of Section 12955, and Section 12955.2 of the Government Code, in the sale, lease, sublease, transfer, use, occupancy, tenure, or enjoyment of the land, nor shall the transferee itself or any person claiming under or through him or her, establish or permit any such practice or practices of discrimination or segregation with reference to the selection, location, number, use, or occupancy, of tenants, lessees, sublessees, subtenants, or vendees of the land. The aforesaid statutes are in amplification and do not restrict or diminish the requirement for Grantee to encourage such leases and contracts in furtherance of the Agreement, including the City of Inglewood Employment and Training Agreement and Requirements (Attachment No. 8 to the DDA) which must promote the local economy by encouraging local business enterprise(s) within the City of Inglewood to make bids and proposals in leasing and contracting concerning the use, operation, and maintenance of the Property and by providing preference to local contractors in procurements in the use, operation, and maintenance of the Property.”

(8) All conditions, covenants and restrictions contained in the DDA and this Grant Deed (including Exhibit B, Public Use Restrictions, attached hereto) shall be covenants running with the land, and shall, in any event, and without regard to technical classification or designation, legal or otherwise, be, to the fullest extent permitted by law and equity, binding for the benefit and in favor of, and enforceable by Grantor, its successors and assigns, and the City of Inglewood and its successors and assigns, against Grantee, its successors and assigns, to or of the Property conveyed herein or any portion thereof or any interest therein, and any party in possession or occupancy of said Property or portion thereof.

(9) In amplification and not in restriction of the provisions set forth hereinabove, it is intended and agreed that Grantor shall be deemed a beneficiary of the agreements and covenants provided hereinabove both for and in its own right and also for the purposes of protecting the interests of the City of Inglewood community. All covenants without regard to technical classification or designation shall be binding for the benefit of the City of Inglewood, its successor or assigns, and such covenants shall run in favor of the City of Inglewood, its successor or assigns, for the entire period during which such covenants shall be in force and effect, without regard to whether Grantee is or remains an owner of any land or interest therein to which such covenants relate. The City of Inglewood, its successor or assigns, shall each have the right, in the event of any breach of any such agreement or covenant, to exercise all the rights and remedies, and to maintain any actions at
law or suit in equity or other proper proceedings to enforce the curing of such breach of agreement or covenant.

(10) The conditions, covenants and restrictions contained in Paragraphs [REF _Ref38890484 \r\h] and [REF _Ref38890662 \r\h] of this Grant Deed shall terminate and become null and void upon recordation of a Release of Construction Covenants issued by Grantor for the Property. The covenants concerning the Arena Use, Maintenance Standards, and against discrimination set forth in Paragraphs (3), [REF _Ref38890759 \r\h] and [REF _Ref38890760 \r\h] of this Grant Deed shall remain in perpetuity and the covenants requirements in Paragraph (2) shall remain in effect for the twenty (20) year period specified therein.

(11) No violation or breach of the covenants, conditions, restrictions, provisions or limitations contained in this Grant Deed shall defeat or render invalid or in any way impair the lien or charge of any mortgage or deed of trust or security interest permitted by Paragraph [REF _Ref38890484 \r\h](d) of this Grant Deed.

(12) None of the terms, covenants, agreements or conditions heretofore agreed upon in writing in other instructions between the parties to this Grant Deed with respect to obligations to be performed, kept or observed by Grantee or Grantor in respect to said Property or any part thereof after this conveyance of said Property shall be deemed to be merged with this Grant Deed until such time as a Release of Construction Covenants issued by Grantor is recorded for the Property conveyed hereby or such part thereof.

(13) The covenants contained in this Grant Deed shall be construed as covenants running with the land and not as conditions that might result in forfeiture of title, except for the covenant and condition contained in Paragraphs (2) and [REF _Ref38890662 \r\h] of this Grant Deed.

[SIGNATURES APPEAR ON FOLLOWING PAGES]
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor and Grantee have caused this instrument to be executed on their behalf by their respective officers hereunto duly authorized this _____ day of ____________________, 20____.

GRANTOR:

CITY OF INGLEWOOD
a municipal corporation

By: __________________________
   Mayor

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:

KENNETH R. CAMPOS
City Attorney

By: __________________________
   Kenneth R. Campos

APPROVED:

KANE, BALLMER & BERKMAN
City Special Counsel

By: __________________________
   Royce K. Jones

ATTEST:

YVONNE HORTON
City Clerk

By: __________________________
   Yvonne Horton
ACCEPTANCE OF CONVEYANCE

The Grantee hereby accepts the conveyance of the Property by this Grant Deed, subject to all of the matters hereinbefore set forth.

GRANTEE:

MURPHY'S BOWL LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company

By: ______________________________
Name: ___________________________
Its: _____________________________
A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.

State of California
County of ________________________________

On ________________________, before me, ________________________________, a Notary Public, personally appeared ________________________________, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature ____________________________________________
A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.

State of California  
County of ________________________  

On ____________________, before me, __________________________, a Notary Public, personally appeared ________________________________, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature ________________________________________
EXHIBIT A

Legal Description of Property

THE LAND REFERRED TO HEREIN IS SITUATED IN THE CITY OF INGLEWOOD, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, AND IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:

[To be inserted]
EXHIBIT B

Public Use Restrictions

Grantee, on behalf of its successors, assigns, and each successor in interest to Grantee's interest in the Property or any part thereof, hereby covenants and agrees that Grantee shall not use or operate the Property for any use other than uses consistent with the following uses specified in the DDA:

The Property shall be exclusively used to provide the public with access to amusement, enjoyment, and recreation in the form of spectator sports, specifically basketball (the "Public Recreational Use"). In addition to the Public Recreational Use, the Property shall also be used to accommodate other spectator sports, entertainment and civic events and activities related thereto as well as other uses reasonably related and incidental to arena uses, including, without limitation, restaurant, food service and retail uses, philanthropic activities, ancillary and administrative office uses, concourse area uses, practice and training facilities, a sports medicine clinic and parking uses (collectively, with the Public Recreational Use, the "Arena Use"). Grantee shall conduct the Arena Use on the Arena Site for a period of not less than twenty (20) years following the recordation date of the Release of Construction Covenants for the Arena Site ("Arena Term").

If Grantee discontinues the Arena Use on the Arena Site at any time prior to the expiration of the Arena Term, Grantee shall be in violation of this Public Use Grant Deed; pursuant to which, Grantor shall serve written notice to the Grantee of such violation. If Grantee fails to resume the Arena Use on the Arena Site within thirty (30) days after receipt of notice from the Grantor, then the Grantee shall promptly, but in no event later than three (3) months from said written notice, take all necessary actions to revest title and possession of the Arena Site (with all improvements thereon) in the Grantor. Grantee acknowledges and agrees that this revesting of title and possession to Grantor is a reservation and restriction to preserve the public use (i.e. the Arena Use) on the Arena Site consistent with the requirements of Code of Civil Procedure section 1245.245.